Dedicated to Carl Pomerance on the occasion of his 70th birthday
I
For any prime number n, Fermat's little theorem asserts that a n " a pnq pa P Zq.
(1.1)
Around 1910, Carmichael initiated the study of composite numbers n with the property (1.1); these are now known as Carmichael numbers. The existence of infinitely many Carmichael numbers was first established in the celebrated 1994 paper of Alford, Granville and Pomerance [1] .
Since prime numbers and Carmichael numbers are linked by the common property (1.1), from a number-theoretic point of view it is natural to investigate various arithmetic properties of Carmichael numbers. For example, Banks and Pomerance [9] gave a conditional proof of their conjecture that there are infinitely many Carmichael numbers in an arithmetic progression a`bc (c P Z) whenever pa, bq " 1. The conjecture was proved unconditionally by Matomäki [20] in the special case that a is a quadratic residue modulo b, and using an extension of her methods Wright [23] established the conjecture in full generality. The techniques introduced in [1] have led to many other investigations into the arithmetic properties of Carmichael numbers; see [2] [3] [4] [5] 7, 8, 10, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] 21, 24] and the references therein.
In this paper, we combine sieve techniques with the method of [1] to prove the following result. As is well known, whenever p " 6k`1, q " 12k`1 and r " 18k`1 are simultaneously prime for some positive integer k, the number n " pqr is a Carmichael number. However, no number of this form is a Carmichael number of the type described in the theorem, since p´1 " 6k and r´1 " 3¨6k cannot both be expressed as a sum of two squares.
Notation.
Aside from notation introduced in situ, let P be the set of primes, and let p and q always denote primes.
Let a pbq . . " ta`bc : c P Zu, 1 S : N Ñ t0, 1u the indicator function of S Ď N, πpxq . . " ř nďx 1 P pnq and πpx; b, aq . . " ř nďx 1 PX a pbq pnq. Let φ, µ, ω, P`: N Ñ N be the Euler, Möbius, number of distinct prime divisors and greatest prime divisor functions (ωp1q . . " 0 and P`p1q . . " 1). Let log n : r1, 8q Ñ r1, 8q be the nth iterated logarithm, i.e., log 1 x . . " maxt1, log xu and log n`1 x . . " log 1 plog n xq.
Let expressions of the form f pxq " Opgpxqq, f pxq ! gpxq and gpxq " f pxq signify that |f pxq| ď c|gpxq| for all sufficiently large x, where c ą 0 is an absolute constant. The notation f pxq -gpxq indicates that f pxq ! gpxq ! f pxq. We also let f pxq " O A pgpxqq etc. have the same meanings with c depending on a parameter A. Finally, let o xÑ8 p1q (or simply op1q if x is clear in context) denote a quantity that tends to zero as x tends to infinity.
AGP
Let B . . " t1, 5, 13, 17, 25, . . .u be the multiplicative semigroup of the natural numbers generated by the set of primes P X 1 p4q, and let πpx, yq . . " #tp P B X r2, xs : P`pp´1q ď yu. 
whenever d P B X r1, x B ys, |µpdq| " 1, P`pdq, y ď x B{ log 2 x and pd, ℓpx B" 1. 
Our hypotheses are the following:
(H1) L P B and |µpLq| " 1;
Proof. Let x ě x 3 pBq with x 3 pBq sufficiently large (to be specified). We have
so there must be some k P r1, x 1´B s X B with pk, Lq " 1 for which
We can assume that x 3 pBq ě x 2 pBq; hence by (2.2) we have
Now fix q | L for the moment, and consider the sum on mq ď x 1´B in (2.4). Note that ÿ
The Brun-Titchmarsh inequality of Montgomery and Vaughan [22] gives
, provided x 3 pBq is sufficiently large, which we assume (recall that q ď x B{ log 2 x ). Using (H4) it follows that
φpdq log x .
Since 1 B pmqq " 1 B pmq we deduce from (H5) that
Combining (2.4) -(2.7) we see that
and combining this with (2.3) we obtain the stated result.
Proof of Theorem 2. 4 . Minor modifications notwithstanding, the proof follows that of [1, Theorem 4.1] verbatim, so let us only set up the proof here. Let E P E, B P B, ǫ ą 0. We can assume that ǫ ă EB. Let θ . . " p1´Eq´1 and let y ě 2 be a parameter. Put
and let ℓ be a positive integer (to be specified) satisfying log ℓ ! y θ { log y. By (2.1) we have
for all large y (we have πpy θ { log yq ! y θ {plogpy θ q log yq using Chebyshev's bound, as well as the well-known bound ωpℓq ! plog ℓq{plog 2 ℓq). for all large y provided that θ{p1`δq ą 3{2. Since 4δ " ǫθ{B ă θE " E{p1´Eq,
we have
and this is greater than three (and hence θ{p1`δq ą 3{2 as required) whenever 5E{`4p1´Eq˘ą 1, i.e., E ą 4{9, which we assume. We now specify that ℓ . . " ℓpx B q. We clearly have ℓpx B q ď x B (cf. Lemma 3.1), so the requirement that log ℓ ! y θ { log y is satisfied:
We can apply Lemma 2.5 with B, x, L, ℓ " ℓpx B q. Thus, for all sufficiently large values of y, there is an integer k P B coprime to L, for which the set P of primes p ď x with p " 2dk`
We leave the reader to pursue the remainder of the proof in [1].
T
Notational caveat. This section can be read independently of §2, and below A, B, d, k are not the same as in §2.
Level of distribution.
We first quote part of [6, Lemma 4.1], which gives a qualitative extension of the classical (exceptional) zero-free region for Dirichlet L-functions in the case of smooth moduli. Its proof uses bounds for character sums to smooth moduli due to Chang [11] .
Among all primitive Dirichlet characters χ mod ℓ to moduli ℓ satisfying ℓ ď T and P`pℓq ď T 1{ log 2 T , there is at most one for which the associated L-function Lps, χq has a zero in the region
1)
where c ą 0 is a certain (small) absolute constant. If such a character χ mod ℓ exists, then χ is real and Lps, χq has just one zero in the region (3.1), which is real and simple, and we set ℓpT q . . " ℓ. Otherwise we set ℓpT q . . " 1.
If χ mod ℓ is real and primitive, then ℓ " 2 νl where ν ď 3 andl is odd and squarefree. By Siegel's theorem [12, §21, (4)], if β is any real zero of Lps, χq then ℓ " A p1´βq´A for any A ą 1. Hence, if ℓ " ℓpT q is as in Lemma 3.1 and ℓ ‰ 1, then ℓ " A plog ℓ{ log 2 ℓq A .
2)
The implicit constant is ineffective for A ą 2, but it is effective for 2 ě A ą 1, and consequently the implicit constant in (3.3) below is effective for A ă 2.
The following statement is a consequence of [6, Theorem 4.1], whose proof combines standard zero density estimates with the zero free region for smooth moduli given in Lemma 3.1.
1{η be a number, and let k ě 1 be a squarefree integer such that P`pkq ă x η{ log 2 x , k ă x η and pk, ℓq " 1, where ℓ . . " ℓpx η q as in Lemma 3. 1 [6] it is only assumed that pk, P`pℓqq " 1. If ℓ " 1 then we are done, so let us assume ℓ ‰ 1. By Remark 3.2, ℓ " 2 νl , where ν ď 3 andl is a product of Oplog x η { log 2 x η q distinct odd primes. The bound (3.4) holds if P`pℓq is replaced by any prime divisor of ℓ, as is manifest from the proof of [6, Theorem 4.1] (the crux being that ℓ ∤ r). Summing over the prime divisors ofl, replacing A by A`1 in (3.4), and recalling that η depends only on A and δ, we deduce that
On the other hand, using πpxq ! x{ log x together with the Brun-Titchmarsh inequality [13, (13. 3) et seq.] we obtain that, uniformly for r ď ? x withl | r and pa, krq " 1, ∆px; kr, aq ! x φpkrq log x .
For any such r, write r "lr 1 r 2 , where r 1 is composed of primes dividing ℓ, and pr 2 , ℓq " 1. Note that r 1 ď ? x{pr 2l q, pkr 2 ,lq " 1 (since pk, ℓq " 1), and φpkrq ě φpkqφplqφpr 1 q; therefore,
Actually, in [6, Theorem 4.1] the primes are counted with a logarithmic weight, from which one can deduce, via partial summation, the bound as stated in (3.4) , and this is the form in which the bound is ultimately used in [6] .
Since ℓ{φpℓq ! log 2 ℓ ! log 2 x η and ℓ " A plog x η { log 2 x η q A by (3.2), we see that
thus combining (3.5) with (3.6) gives the result (with A replaced by any smaller constant).
Setup & key estimate. Equipped with our level of distribution result, establishing our key estimate involves a routine application of the semi-linear sieve and a "switching trick" (as in [13, Theorem 14.8] ). We are to sieve a sequence of primes in arithmetic progression by the primes in P X 3 p4q.
and let
For future reference, we record here that by Mertens' theorem one has
where
By Mertens' theorem we also have, for 2 ď x ă y and j " 1, 3, 10) and furthermore,
Indeed, we actually have (cf. [13, (14.21 
)-(14.24)])
1{V pxq " 2A 3 B a pe γ {πq log x`1`Op1{ log xq˘(3.12) and W pxq " pπA 1 {4Bq a pe γ {πq log x`1`Op1{ log xq˘, where (3.14)
Proof. Let k P B be fixed. Note that pk, 2P pxqq " 1. As 1 B pmq " 1 implies that m " 1 p4q, and thus 2km`1 " 3 p8q, we can assume that our sum is over m for which 2km`1 " j p8kq for some reduced residue j p8kq, with j " 3 p8q and j " 1 pkq. Thus, we want to sift the sequence A . . " p1 PX j p8kq p2km`1qq by the primes in P X 3 p4q, and the sum in (3.14) is equal to SpA, ? xq, where
is our sifting function.
Let z ă x. Suppose d | P pzq and note that pd, 2kq " 1 (since 2 ∤ P pzq and pk, P pzqq " 1). Thus, d | m if and only if 2km`1 " 1 pdq, and so
for some reduced residue h p8dkq with h " j p8kq and h " 1 pdq, and where X . . " πp2kxq{φp8kq, gpdq . . " 1{φpdq and 16) which, when combined with the first inequality in (3.15) , gives the lower bound in (3.14).
For z ă ?
x we have Buchstab's identity [13, (6.4 
)]:
SpA, zq´SpA,
x and consider any m that makes a nonzero contribution to the inner sum in T . We have p 1 | m and m ď p 3 1 for some p 1 " 3 p4q, m is not divisible by any prime less than p 1 in P X 3 p4q, yet recall that m " 1 p4q (for 2km`1 " j " 3 p8q and k " 1 p4q). Therefore, p 2 | m for exactly one prime p 2 " 3 p4q in addition to p 1 . Since pk, p 1 p 2 q " 1, we conclude that m " ap 1 p 2 for some a, p 1 , p 2 such that a " 1 p4q, p 1 " p 2 " 3 p4q, z ă p 1 ď ? x and p 1 ď p 2 ď x{pap 1 q. 1 P pn 2 q¨1 P p2kap 1 n 2`1 q.
We let pλ d 2 q and pλ d q be any upper-bound sieves of levelD and "of beta type" (so that λ d 2 , λ d P t´1, 0, 1u). We note that as 1 P pnq ď ř ν|n λ ν (ν " d 2 , d) for every n, we have ÿ n 2 ďx{pap 1 q n 2 "3 p4q
λ d 2 λ d ÿ n 2 ďx{pap 1 q n 2 "3 p4q, n 2 "0 pdq 2ap 1 n 2`1 "0 pd 2 q
1.
It is therefore apparent that T ! δ 3{2 XV pzq. 
